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Abstract— User can remotely outsource their data to cloud 

storage and enjoy on-demand high quality applications and 

services of cloud. With cloud storage user does not carry 

burden of local data storage and its maintenance. But there 

exist a problem of data integrity if any failure or corruption 

of data occurred in cloud storage. In recent past years, the 

concept of regenerating code used to recover cloud data. 

Traditional methods of regenerating code data provides 

private auditing where the data owner always has to stay 

online to manage data auditing. In proposed system third 

party auditor i.e. TPA is used for continuous data auditing. 

To address the issues in regenerating code, proxy is 

introduced. It is special entity which regenerates an 

authenticator into existing public system model.  Public key 

authenticator is introduced for verification of couple of keys 

generated during data encryption and decryption, it is known 

as KDC. Along with regenerating code data proposed 

system contributes multiuser data sharing aspects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to cheap cost of data storage and maintenance people’s 

as well huge business firms outsourced their data to cloud. 

Cloud provides on-demand services with the advantages 

such as, relief from the heavy burden of data management, 

data has universal access with independence of location, 

prevention of capital expenditure on hardware, software, and 

personal maintenances, etc. 

Many times it is noticed that data owner loss his 

control over their outsourced data. Therefore, correctness, 

availability and integrity of data being put into risk. There 

are lots of adversaries which affects on user outsourced data 

i.e. it may delete or corrupt user’s data. Also at other hand, 

cloud service providers (CSP) behaves dishonestly by hiding 

data loss by pretending that the data files are still correctly 

preserved. From all this issue, it is necessary to have 

protocol which makes periodic verification of outsourced 

data to verify integrity of it. Previously, there are several 

methods have been proposed which deals with integrity 

issues of outsourced data. PDP and POR are provable data 

possession model and proof of retrievability model 

respectively. Both are used in single server scenario. In [1], 

Ateniese et al. proposed multi-users or multi-clouds settings 

having various redundancy schemes, such as replication, 

erasure codes, and, more recently, regenerating codes. 

In proposed system, regenerating code based cloud 

storage approach is used to address the problem of integrity 

verification.  It provides functional repairing of data. 

Traditionally, similar approach is proposed by H. Chen et 

al.[6], it is referred as, CPOR scheme for data integrity 

protection(DIP) scheme. Both are designed for private 

auditing. In this only data owner can verify the integrity and 

repair the faulty servers. In case of large data and user 

constrained resource capability, the task of data auditing and 

repairing is expensive at user’s side. In many auditing 

schemes, user has to stay online which is infeasible task 

especially in long term storage.  

To overcome all these issues we proposed public 

auditing scheme for the regenerating-code-based cloud 

storage, in which the integrity checking and regeneration of 

original data blocks are constructed by a TPA and proxy 

individual in support of data owner. Proposed approach is 

utilized with multi-server setting. Proposed system 

completely releases the burden of data owners to stay online 

for verification of their outsourced data. It provides the 

privilege to a proxy for the reparation[1]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Provable Data Possession (PDP) and Proof of 

Retrievability (POR) 

PDP is Provable data possession sceme. It provides the way 

to outsource data untusted cloud server. It verifies the server 

such as, by checking actual data is accessed by cloud or not 

[2]. Third party proofs are provided by it. It allows 

verification of data possession without retrieving original 

file data. 

POR is Proof of Retrievability which provides 

back-up services to generate compressed form of proof for 

verifier to retrive target file. Both scheme represented in 

case of single server mechanism [3]. Symmetric key 

cryptography is irrelevant for third party verification. PDP 

allows dynamic outsourcing of data withfaciliting some 

sunctions such as, block modifi- cation, deletion and 

append[4]. It minimizes accessess of file block, 

computations on the client side and server side interactions 

[14]. 

B. Data Integrity Protection 

Integrity auditing is most addressable issue in regenerating –

code based cloud storage. regenerating –code based cloud 

storage is designed in [5], especially to provide functional 

repair mechanism. Redundacy is seems with distributed 

storage. Functional repairing is a problem multicasting from 

source to an absolute number of receivers over perfect graph 

[6]. A single server CPOR scheme is proposed to generate 

regenerating code. FMSR-DIP for data integrity protection. 

It is designed for private auditing only owner of the data can 

verify integrity of data and repair it[7].  It integrates 

NCCloud with DIP modules to imnplement FMSR-DIP 

[14].  
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C. Public Auditing  

A privacy preserving public auditing scheme to provide data 

security proposed in[8].  A homomorphic linear 

authenticator and random masking provides assurity that the 

TPA cannot learn any content form the original data copy at 

the time of auditing process. The proposed schme helps to 

reduced data owner from heavy burden of continuous 

auditing of data. Public auditing for shared data with 

efficient user revocation is also intoduced in [9]. Proxy 

resignatures is introduced in [10]. It allows cloud server to 

resign blocks on behalf of existing users at the time of user 

revocation.Idea of proxy resignature supports batch auditing 

by making verification of multiple auditing task. 

MuR-DPA is next version proxy resignature which 

incorporates authorised data structure based on Merkle 

tree[10]. Merkel hash tree can be referred as MR-MHT. In 

this the level of nodes are generated as top-down manner 

whereas, replica blocks are organised into same sub-tree of 

replica. MuR-DPA suports dynamic data updates and 

verification updates. It provides security against dishonest 

cloud service providers. However, with these all benefits 

there is a problem of proof size which depend upon the size 

of dataset. The concept of short signature is based on weil 

pairing[11], mainly signatures based discreate logs i.e. on 

DSA  required two elements. BLS signatures have ability to 

generate number of secret keys which is verify publically. 

With the help of linear subspaces regeneration of codes, 

authenticators can computed efficiently. The concept of 

Extract repair and functional repair used to regenerate 

corrupted blocks.  

D. Regenerating Codes 

The concept of regenerating codes for distributed storage to 

save and repair bandwidth[12]. It determines the 

information that comunicates to repair the failure of an 

encoded systems as well as noticed the tradeoff between 

storage and repair bandwidth. MBR is minimum bandwidth 

regenrating to represents the operation point  with minimum 

storage regenerating(MSR), it corresponds to minimum 

storage cost. Random linear network coding mechanism is 

introduced in[13]. This model can achieve the capacity 

given by max-flow and min-cut bound in multicast and 

multiscore networks. Distributed random linear network 

programming can effectively minimises the correlated 

sources within network. It generalises the result of Slepian–

Wolf coding. DMRDPC is “Distributed Multiple Replicas 

Data Possession Checking” . It validates the availability of 

data  and integrity in the cloud environment. This scheme 

finds the optimal spanning tree in complete bidirectional 

directed graph. Therefore, optimal spanning binary tree can 

be used to enhance communication efficiency by optimizing 

partial order of multiple scheduling replicas data possession 

cheking. 

In[15],author Yves Deswarte, Jean-Jacques 

Quisquater proposed two types of methods for remote file 

integrity cheking. In first method based on multiple 

challenges and precomputed returns for each file to be 

varified. The responses  being evaluated by server is 

guaranteed by the fact that a challenge is never reused 

before reboot of the server. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

“To design and develop a regenerating code based public 

data auditing system.” 

To protect outsourced data against corruption, fault 

tolerance with data integrity checking and failure reparation 

becomes critical. Traditionally, there exist remote checking 

methods which continuously audit the user data. Such 

schemes are infeasible as data owner have to be always 

online for auditing of outsourced data. It is also burden on 

data owner side hence there is need of such system which 

can providing efficient auditing scheme as well as data 

recovery in case of any failure or corruption in original data. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

In proposed system there are six entities have been 

introduced which works against data privacy, data auditing 

and data regeneration. For privacy of data, AES encryption 

technique is implemented.  

Following is the responsibilities of each entity of proposed 

system is given: 

A. Data owner:  

Data owner outsourced his data to cloud server. Before 

uploading data on cloud server he has to accomplish some 

tasks. It is given as below: 

 Registration on cloud server 

 Registration on Trustee server 

 Login to cloud server using token 

 Select file 

 Encrypt file: File encryption is performed using RSA 

algorithm. After file encryption, keys are delegated to 

KDC server. 

 Upload file: when file get encrypt, it is uploaded on 

cloud and cloud gives an alert for successful uploading 

of file.  

 Assign permission: along with file uploading, data 

owner can share this file with other users by assigning 

access permission to them.  

B. Trustee server:  

It is trusted entity which preserves user’s details. If user 

wants to access system, he/she has to register their details on 

trustee server. For valid user details, trustee generates the 

token. Token is nothing but a random string and it is unique 

for every user. Token  is generated using, algorithm 
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C. Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server:  

It is responsible to preserve keys of file encryption and 

decryption. It releases the burden of key management at 

cloud side. 

D. Cloud server:  

Cloud verifies user’s details after they login to system. 

 Save user uploaded file on it.  

 Generate metadata of user uploaded file  

 When TPA generates challenge message, cloud 

generates proof for challenge message and return to 

TPA. 

 If in case of integrity mismatch, cloud repairs the data 

by comparing it with saved metadata.  

 Generate block and authenticator set 

 Save regenerating code. 

E. TPA:  

It is Third Party Auditor. It has responsibilities of verifying 

integrity of data. 

F. Proxy server:  

In the proposed system, proxy server is introduced for 

storing and managing regenerating code. 

Following are some definitions of proposed 

auditing system such as, Set-up, Audit and Repair 

1) Set up: 

The data owner maintains this procedure to initialize the 

auditing scheme. 

1) KeyGen(1k) (pk, sk) : This is polynomial-time 

algorithm and it is run by data owner. Data owner 

initialises public and secret parameters by taking 

security parameter as an input.  

2) KeyDelegation(sk) (x): Partial secret keys are 

delivered to proxy server via secured channel. 

Using such approach relationship between data 

owner and proxy server can efficiently establish.    

3) SignAndBlockGen(sk, F) () : It is polynomial 

time algorithm. It is run by data owner and it takes 

original file F, secret parameter ‘sk’ as input. It 

outputs blocks into coded format, set of 

authenticator and file tags. 

2) Audit:  

There is interaction between cloud server and TPA. It is to 

verify intactness of cloud stored data. 

1) Challenge(Finfo)(C) : During data verification 

phase, TPA generates challenge message to cloud 

server. Challenge message contains file verification 

request details. 

2) ProofGen(C, )(P) : After getting challenge 

message from TPA, ProofGen() algorithm is  run 

by cloud server with challenge C, coded block  set 

and authenticator set, then it outputs a proof P. 

3) Verify(P,pk, c)  (0,1) : It is execute by TPA after 

proof is received. It outputs 1, if verification is pass 

else it returns 0. 

3) Repair ():  

1) In the absence of data owner, proxy server 

communicates with cloud server in case of any 

wrong server detected during auditing process.  

Using Repair() protocol wrong data get repaired. 

2) ClaimForRep(Finfo)  (Cr): It is similar to 

Challenge() algorithm. But it outputs the claim for 

repair. 

3) GenForRep(Cr) (BA) : After receiving Cr, cloud 

server runs this algorithm which outputs blocks and 

authenticator set i.e. BA.  

4) BlockAndSigReGen(Cr, BA): This algorithm is 

executed with Cr and responses BA from each 

server as input, and outputs a new coded block set 

and authenticator set  if successful.  

V. SYSTEM FLOW 

1) User registration on trustee 

2) Token generation 

3) User login on cloud server 

4) Sign & file block generation 

5) Encrypt file & upload to cloud server 

6) Save keys to KDC 

7) Save data copy to proxy server. 

8) Cloud generates the metadata for uploaded file 

9) Save metadata to TPA server 

10) For file verification TPA sends the challenge message 

to cloud server 

11) Cloud generates the proof and sends it to TPA for 

verification 

12) TPA verifies the proof and sends report to user. 

13) In case of any data damage, Data is retrieved from 

proxy server. 

VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

System S can be defined as: 

S = {U, C, TPA, P, trustee, KDC} 

Where 

1) U = {UI, UF ,UO } is A User 

UI = {UI1, UI2, UI3, UI4, UI5, 

UI6}, A set of Input From User 

UI1 = User 

Registration Details 

UI2 = User Login 

Details 

UI3=Key parameters 

UI4 = User File 

UI5= Destination 

Folder 

UI6=download 

Request 

UF = {UF1, UF2, UF3, UF4, 

CCF5, UF6, UF7, UF8, UF9 }, A 

set Of Function 

UF1 = User 

Registration 

UF2 = User Login 

UF3 =Key 

Generation 

UF4= Generate sign 

& File Blocks 

UF5 = File upload 

UF6 = download file 

UF7 = decrypt file 

UF8 = edit file 

content 

UF9 = save file 

UO ={UO1,UO2 }, A set Of 

Output 

UO1 = Success Note 

UO2 = Downloaded 

file 
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2) C = {CSI, CSF, CSO} is A cloud Server 

CSI = {CSI1, CSI2, CSI3, CSI4}, 

A set of Input 

CSI1 = Encrypted File 

CSI2 = Download 

Request 

CSI3 = Challenge 

Message 

CSI4 = Regenerating 

Codes 

CSF = { CSF1, CSF2, CSF3, 

CSF4, CSF5 }, A set Of Function 

CSF1 = Save file 

CSF2 = Generate 

Metadata 

CSF3 = Generate proof 

CSF4 = Generate block 

& auth. Set 

CSF5= Save Codes 

CSO ={ CSO1, CSO2, CSO3, 

CSO4, CSO5 }, A set Of Output 

CSO1 = Success/ 

Failure Note 

CSO2 = Metadata 

CSO3 = Regenerating 

codes 

CSO4 = Blocks For 

Downloading 

CSO5 = Proof 

3) TPA = { TPAI, TPAF , TPA O } is A TPA 

TPA I = { TPAI1, TPA I2, TPA 

I3, TPA I4}, A set of Input 

TPA I1 = User Details 

TPA I2 = User File 

Metadata 

TPA I3 = Verification 

Request 

TPA I4 = Proof Of files 

AF = { TPA F1, TPA F2, TPA 

F3, TPA F4 }, A set Of Function 

TPA F1 = Save User 

Details 

TPA F2 = Save 

Metadata 

TPA F3 = Generate 

Challenge Message 

TPA F4 = Verify Proof 

TPA O ={ TPA O1, TPA O2, 

TPA O3}, A set Of Output 

AO1= Challenge 

Message 

AO2 =Verification 

Result 

4) P = {PI, PF, PO } is A Proxy Server 

PI = {PI1,PI2}, A set 

of Input 
PI1 = key 

 PI2= ClaimForRpair Request 

PF = {PF1, PF2}, A 

set Of Function 

PSF1 = Generate new coded block 

set i.e. Regenerating Codes 

PSF2 = Get Regenerating codes 

PO ={PO1}, A set Of 

Output 

PSO1 = Set Of Re-generating 

Codes 

5) Trustee = {TI, TF ,TO} is Trustee 

TI = {TI1}, A set of Input TI1 = User Details 

TF = {TF1, TF2, TF3}, A set Of 

Function 

TF1 = Validate User 

Details 

TF2 = Save User 

Details 

TF3 = Generate Token 

TO ={TO1, TO2}, A set Of 

Output 

TO1= Notification 

TO2 =Token 

6) KDC = {KDCI, KDCF ,KDCO} is KDC 

TPAI = {KDCI1, KDCI2}, A KDCI1 = User Details 

set of In- 

Put 

KDCI2 = KeyGen 

request 

KDCF = {KDCF1, KDCF2}, A 

set Of 

Function 

KDCF1 = Verify User 

Details 

KDCF2 = Generate 

Keys 

KDCO ={KDCO1}, A set Of 

Output 
KDCO1= Keys 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Proposed system is developed on java platform with jre 

1.7.0. Client system is build using swing components HTTP 

client facility is used for communication. Mysql database is 

used to store data. Apache tomcat server is used to at server 

end to serve multiple client requests at a time. Eclipse and 

netbean-8.1 IDE is used to develop a system.  

1) Dataset used: Enron[16]: This is email dataset 

containing 0.5M messages. It contains data from about 

150 users. Each message is saved in text document. 

2) Synthetic Dataset: For system testing synthetic dataset 

is constructed, it contains different files such as, .txt., 

xml, java. For each type of file various files are 

collected with different sizes. The size varies from 1 kb 

to 5 MB. 

VIII. RESULT TABLE AND DISCUSSION 

File size Encryption Upload Download Decryption 

10 10.424 11.17 4.89 3.21 

20 11.14 11.79 12.06 11.86 

30 11.87 11.81 12.47 12.03 

40 12.15 12.43 12.85 12.24 

50 12.79 12.97 13.76 13.07 

60 12.94 13.16 13.56 13.39 

70 13.76 13.88 13.82 13.73 

80 14.124 14.278 14.87 14.02 

90 15.07 15.63 15.82 15.78 

100 16.77 16.89 17.66 17.01 

Table 1: Efficiency Evaluation For Multimedia Files 

 
Fig. 2: Graph of efficiency evaluation for multimedia files 

Table I, represents the encryption time, upload 

time, download time and decryption time for multimedia 

files which get varies from 10MB to 100MB 

Figure 2 represents the graph of efficiency 

evaluation for various sizes of multimedia files. In this X-

axis represents the file size in MB and Y-axis represents the 

time in sec. 
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File size in 

KB 

Encryptio

n 

Uploa

d 

Downloa

d 

Decryptio

n 

10 8.468 9.734 5.85 3.91 

20 9.45 9.8 6.77 6.02 

30 10.16 9.79 7.21 7 

40 10.88 11.13 8.33 7.94 

50 11.23 11.84 9.45 8.11 

60 13.71 13.83 11.26 11.05 

70 14.67 14.89 12.7 11.67 

80 16.01 16.43 14.48 14.23 

90 17.33 17.94 15.37 15.02 

100 18.75 18.98 17.68 17.24 

Table 2: Efficiency Evaluation for Text Files 

 
Fig. 3: Graph of efficiency evaluation for Text file 

Table II, represents the encryption time, upload 

time, download time and decryption time for text files which 

get varies from 10MB to 100MB 

Figure 3 represents the graph of efficiency 

evaluation for various sizes of audio files. In this X-axis 

represents the file size in MB and Y-axis represents the time 

in sec. 

File 

(in KB) 

size 

Metadata Time Generation(in Sec) 

200 2.279 

400 4.859 

600 7.865 

800 9.873 

1000 14.84 

Table 3: Metadata Generation 

 
Fig. 4: Graph of file metadata generation 

Table III, represents the time required for file 

metadata generation. The time required for metadata 

generation is little bit decreases than time required for file 

upload. 

Figure 4, depicts the graphical view of metadata 

generation. In this X-axis represents various files of KB’s 

and Y-axis represents the time required for metadata 

generation in second. 

File(in KB) 

size 

Verification Time 

Generation(in Sec) 

Regeneration 

time 

200 2.294 1.72 

400 4.424 2.78 

600 7.465 4.16 

800 9.942 6.932 

1000 14.56 9.859 

Table 5: File Verification and Regeneration 

 
Fig. 5: Graph of file verification & regeneration 

Table IV, represents the system performance in 

terms of file verification and data regeneration. During the 

process of file verification if there exist any suspicious thing 

then actual data get retrieved by requesting proxy for data 

regeneration. 

Figure 5, depicts the graph of file verification and 

regeneration. X-axis consists of file size in KB and Y-axis 

represents the time in second. Time required for file 

verification is more than the time required for regeneration. 

No. 

of 

Files 

Time Required For proof verification(in Sec) 

1 2.328 

3 6.984 

6 13.351 

9 17.873 

12 24.115 

 

 
Fig. 6: Graph of Batch Auditing 
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IX. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Paper 

ID 
Paper Title 

Trust

ee 

KD

C 

Multiuser data 

sharing 

File 

verification 

Backup/regenera

tion 

Paper 

1 

Decentralized Access Control with 

Anonymous 

Authentication of Data Stored in Clouds 

Y Y Y N N 

Paper 

2 
MuR-DPA N N Y Y Y 

Paper 

3 

Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for 

Regenerating-Code-Based Cloud Storage 
N N N Y Y 

Paper 

4 

Secure Auditing with Multiuser Data 

Sharing for Regenerating-Code-Based 

Cloud Storage 

Y Y Y Y Y 

Table V represents the batch auditing performance 

of proposed system. The required for single file auditing is 

~approximate to the time required for 200KB file size 

verification. 

For testing we have create batch of 1,3,6,9,12 file 

respectively. 

Figure 6, depicts the graphical form of file batch 

auditing. In this X-axis represents the no. of files and Y-axis 

represents the time in second. 

Table VI shows the comparative analysis between 

existing and proposed system features. In existing system 

entities such as, trustee, KDC are not available for user 

authentication and key management. Also file verification is 

not provided in paper 1. Whereas, In proposed system i.e. 

paper 4, all features are introduced such as, multiuser data 

sharing, verification of file and in case of any mismatch 

between request file verification and it’s metadata which 

saved at cloud end then it will be retrieve by requesting 

proxy server to get data back copy or in proposed system it 

is refer as, `data generation’. 

X. CONCLUSION 

In proposed system data auditing is provided. There are six 

entities are involved in this system such as, data owner, user, 

cloud server, proxy server, trustee and KDC. With proposed 

approach heavy burden of continuous data auditing is 

releases from data owner end. In case of any data damage is 

found during verification process, original data can be 

retrieve from proxy server. For management of privacy keys 

KDC server is also introduced in proposed system. Along 

with proposed scenario, multiuser data sharing is 

contributed in proposed work. Compare to other systems 

proposed system can provides the features or extra entities 

such as, Trustee, KDC, Data sharing, file verification and 

code regeneration. 
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